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Headline: Moretti su Ansaldo Sts:"ll prezzo è giusto" 
 
Sub-Headline: MILAN Disappointed by the hypothesis of a «collusive agreement» with Hitachi for the sale of 
Ansaldo Sts (this is the thesis expressed by Consob), he lifts the tablet standing in front of him to show it to 
the journalists. «If you are looking for the answer, here it is: for the right price, look at the stock price». 
 
Text: 
 
Mauro Moretti, this is known already, doesn’t love pleasantries and the investigation of Milan’s public 
prosecutors, which two days ago sent the financial police to Finmeccanica’s headquarter to even check his 
computer and cellphone, did not damage his «confidence in the work of the magistrature. Of course, the sale 
to the Japanese of the formerly controlled company – in which Paul Singer’s Elliott fund continues to increase 
its stake (the direct participation is now at 25% and, including overall long positions at 29%, just below the 
threshold for a tender offer) – from his standpoint is acquiring unreal nuances: « I don’t believe analysts were 
all mad. The stock price was 8,8 euro ad rose 30% since the beginning of the negotiations with Hitachi. It never 
went above the price of the tender offer (9,5 euro for share, ndr)», attacks the Ceo of Finmeccanica. The 
outcome is straightforward: «We squandered our credibility as a country to the eyes of Hitachi and of other 
potential foreign investors. Maybe, we also jeopardized the possibility of having the European headquarters of 
Hitachi in Italy». This last sentence is not a joke. Among the interrogatives raised several times by trade unions 
with regard to the sale of Ansaldo Sts and Breda to the Japanese giant, there was especially the one of the 
headquarter. Hitachi has one in London and few thousand employees. With the two former Finmecannica 
companies, the number of employees grew three-fold. And more than someone in the government, would 
favourably see a relocation in Italy to protect (also symbolically) the workers coming out of the perimeter of the 
group of piazza Monte Grappa. Seven thousand less in one year due to the sale of the transportation division. 
Which was not strategical even for his predecessors controlling the defense giant. Something to be sold, also 
for the Ministry of Finance: «The therapy was: let us sell what we can and what we cannot sell, we shut it 
down. We did not shut down anything and offered guarantees for not closing; for Breda, a “wasted” brand 
(because of the recall of the high-speed trains Belgium-Netherlands, ndr) guarantees have topped 100 
million», highlights Moretti. 
 
Net of the Sts dispute, Moretti made it clear why Finmeccanica will become Leonardo in 2017 («It is a name 
easily remembered, luckily we have a brain and we believe this could become our motto»). He also implied 
that the payment of a dividend for the coming year is still possible. 


